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Over the weekend, the following messages are exchanged on Twitter 
between two girls:

Girl A tweets to Girl B: “I’m going to beat you up!”
Girl B responds to Girl A: “Not if I get to you first ”

During PE class the following week, Girl A hits Girl B while in the locker 
room.  In addition to the fight, Girl C videos the incident and posts it to 
Twitter. 

• How could the fight have been prevented? 
• What are the possible consequences to the fight? 
• What could you do if you witness this type of situation? 

Online to Offline Incident

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How could the fight have been prevented? Engage in a discussion about reporting: define reporting (versus snitching or tattling), how to report (at school, at home, on the app/website/game), why students should report.What are the possible consequences to the fight? Discuss your school policy regarding physical fights & violence, potential loss of school privileges, legality, at home consequences, jobs & colleges who may see the online posts, loss of relationships, rumors/gossip, reputationWhat could you do if you witness this type of situation? Encourage realistic and appropriate answers while discussing their fear/hesitation to report to adults. Besides reporting, students may walk away, encourage others to do the same, try to stop Girl C from recording and posting.



No Filter
Kari is a part-time babysitter, who loves watching kids.  Her personality 
can be described as energetic and bubbly.   Around her neighborhood, 
she is a highly recommended babysitter.  In the middle of a challenging 
night of babysitting, Kari posts an image of the children she is watching 
with the following caption, “#brats”.

• What do you think of Kari’s post?
• How might her online post impact her?
• What concerns should be considered when taking pictures, posting 

pictures and assigning them a hashtag? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are your initial responses to Kari’s post?Disrespectful, hurtful, lack of thought, impulsiveHow might her online post impact her?Lose her job, embarrassment of the family and Kari, reputation within her community may change, future jobs and colleges may see the postWhat concerns should be considered when taking pictures, posting pictures and assigning them a hashtag? Is it appropriate? Would others think it is hurtful? Do I have permission to post their picture? Who can see my posts/pictures?



Hate Page
An “anonymous” hate page has been created for a fellow classmate.  
The page consists of altered images of the student along with mean 
comments and threats.  

• What would you do if you receive an invite to follow the page? 
• What is the difference between reporting and snitching? 
• What can the targeted student do about the page?
• How can pages such as this impact the school environment? 
• What are the consequences - if any - to creating, joining and/or 

posting to a site like this?  
• What are examples [without using names] of similar situations in 

your school?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What would you do if you receive an invite to follow the page?  Encourage open and honest answers. Decline. Report to a trusted adult or directly to the site/app. Tell the classmate of whom the page was created for. Screenshot the page/invite to have as evidence. Tell friends not to follow or post.What is the difference between reporting and snitching? Reporting: When you report to a trusted adult, you are sharing information with that trusted adult in hopes to get advice or help with a problem that you are unable to solve yourself. Typically in these instances someone (you or a peer) is being hurt either physically or emotionally. Your intention is not to get someone in trouble, but rather to help yourself or a peer. Snitch/tattle: When you snitch or tattle, you are sharing information with an adult in hopes that the person you are telling on gets in trouble and faces a consequence. Typically these are instances when you could have solved the problem on your own.What can the targeted student do about the page?Block any users who are participating in the page. Don’t respond or engage with those involved. Report to a trusted adult or directly to the site/app. Screenshot the page/invite to have as evidence. Tell friends not to follow or post. Assure their personal page is private to avoid unwanted contact. Don’t respond to the negativity. How can pages such as this impact the school environment? Distract from academics. Create unsafe environment. Create divide amongst students. What are the consequences - if any - to creating, joining and/or posting to a site like this?  Home, school and potential legal consequences. Depending on severity of harassment/threats, cyberstalking is a potential legal consequence. While juvenile courts differ from adult, it could still mean the child needs a lawyer, has to attend court multiple times and possibly deal with a sentence or diversion program.  Reputation for engaging in hurtful behavior.  Loss of friends. Loss of privileges on the site in which the page was made (see Terms of Service for individual sites regarding their expectations). What are examples [without using names] of similar situations in your school?



‘Nothing to Hide’
Chelsea has purposely left her Instagram account settings open to the 
public as she has “nothing to hide.”   She currently has 4,500 followers, 
and loves to receive positive feedback on her pictures.  Sometimes 
she’ll chat on Kik with those wanting to get to know her better.  

• What are the risks to leaving an account open to the public? 
• Why do you think some kids don’t enable the privacy settings? 
• What should you think about before posting content online? 
• What factors do you consider when adding friends or followers 

online? Do you think Chelsea knows the people she is “kikking”?
• Why should it be a privilege to see your posts? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are the risks to leaving an account open to the public? Unwanted and/or harmful followers, lack of control of content on the account, potential for hurtful content posted to the page, Why do you think some kids don’t enable the privacy settings? Attention-seeking, craving likes and more ‘friends,’ they feel they have nothing to hide, popularityWhat should you think about before posting content online? Is it appropriate? Would others think it is hurtful? Do I have permission to post their picture? Who can see my posts/pictures?What factors do you consider when adding friends or followers online? Do you think Chelsea knows the people she is “kikking”?Do I know them offline first? How well do I know them? Do I trust them with the content I share online? Do I trust them to be kind? Are they someone I want to be associated with?Why should it be a privilege to see your posts? Once you share you lose control of where the content travels. You often share images which reveal a lot about you (school name, friends, what you look like, where you are). You can’t take back what you post, be sure you trust your audience.



Drama or Bullying?
Online drama versus cyberbullying: Often these two terms are 
interchanged however, they refer to two different types of events. 

• Define online drama and cyberbullying. 
• Provide an example of online drama versus cyberbullying (without 

using real names).
• How can those involved in the situations seek to resolve their 

issues? 
• How should peers respond to the situations you described above?
• How can adults provide assistance?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Define online drama and cyberbullying.Drama: situations that often have easy solutions or would typically not cause problems, but are created into problems by another individual or group; may include gossip, rumors, fake accounts, embarrassing pictures, claims of relationship that doesn’t existCyberbullying: See your school’s policy to assure students understand the definition; may include: intention to harm, repeated & severe behavior, control or power exerted over an individual appearing weaker than the bullyProvide an example of online drama versus cyberbullying (without using real names).How can those involved in the situations seek to resolve their issues?Gain support and guidance from a trusted adult. If both parties agree, attempt peer mediation; talk it out. Assure social networking profiles are private to avoid unwanted contact. Don’t respond to the negativity and block users causing negative experiences. Report to the site/app if needed. Interact only offline to avoid misunderstandings.How should peers respond to the situations you described above?Tell friends not to join in. Don’t respond to the negativity and block users causing negative experiences. Report to the site/app if needed. Report to trusted adults if others have not already done so.How can adults provide assistance?Assist in providing reasonable solutions. Make changes within the school day if needed. Create a safe space for those involved to talk it out. Provide guidance regarding online changes; blocking, reporting, spending time off technology.



Hurt & Betrayed
Sarah (7th grader) is dating Joe, who is an 8th grader.   Sarah learns via 
text that Joe sent an inappropriate picture to an 8th grade girl that 
Sarah despises.  In return, the 8th grade girl sent Joe an inappropriate 
photo of herself.   Angered and devastated by what has occurred, 
Sarah finds the girl the next morning at school and hits her. 

• How else could Sarah have responded? 
• How will administration handle the situation?
• Who will be part of the school discipline conversations?
• Could Joe receive a punishment? Why? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How else could Sarah have responded? She could have told Joe how she felt, asked a trusted adult to help her problem-solve, asked Joe why he sent the picture, ended her relationship with Joe.How might administration handle the situation?Review school policy on physical altercations. As Sarah started the fight, should the girl be hurt or police contacted, she could also face assault/battery charges within the juvenile court system.Who will be part of the school discipline conversations?Review school policy; may include dean, principal/vice-principal, counselor, social worker, coachCould Joe receive a punishment? Why? Yes, for sending the inappropriate picture and holding on to the picture the girl sent him. Nude or partially nude images are considered child pornography. See school resource officer or administration for further information on how your school handles these types of incidents.



Can’t Take it Back
Matt, an eighth grader, has been communicating with Kate, whom he 
met online, for the past few months.  As time passes, Matt becomes 
trusting of her and upon request, sends nude photos of himself.   Matt 
feels regret after sending the first few images, and decides he will not 
send any more.  However, Kate continues to pressure him, threatening 
him that if he doesn’t send more, she’ll post his images online.

• Why do you think Matt sent the nude photos? 
• Do you think Kate is a girl Matt’s age? Why or Why not? 
• Why do you think Kate is threatening Matt? 
• How should Matt handle the situation? 
• What fears may prevent Matt from reporting the situation to a 

trusted adult?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why do you think Matt sent the nude photos? What risks did he take?He trusted Kate, attention-seeking, was provoked, impulsive, build self-confidence, wanted to receive pictures of Kate.Do you think Kate is a girl /is Matt’s age? Why or Why not? Yes, she probably really likes Matt since they’ve been talking for a while and both really enjoy gaming. When she feels hurt by his refusal to send more images, her anger increased leading to her threatening him to maintain a control of him and keep their relationship.No, although if she was a girl Matt’s age she may be hurt and upset when Matt won’t send more pictures, it never mentions her sending him pictures proving she is also a teen girl. It appears strange that he has never seen any picture of her, yet she is threatening him for not sending additional photos.    Why do you think Kate is threatening Matt? Fear Matt might report her and knows there are consequences for her behavior if Matt reports‘She’ is not really ‘Kate’ and is a predator seeking control of Matt, doesn’t want to lose their relationship How should Matt handle the situation? Although he may face consequences too for sending nude images and talking to someone one-on-one that he doesn’t know in real life, he needs to report to a trusted adult who can assist in stopping the threats and halting the pictures from being spread any further. In addition, Matt may not be Kate’s first victim, and by making a report to law enforcement he can help protect other kids. He should also cut all communication with Kate. Matt may also want to delete any account that Kate has access to, or simply block her.What fears could prevent Matt from reporting the situation?He may recognize that he could lose privileges at home and school for sending nude images and talking to someone one-on-one that he doesn’t know in real life. Additionally, he may face legal consequences for producing & distributing nude images of a minor (child pornography).



Sent & Received
You receive a group text from a friend with an embarrassing 
picture of a classmate. Over the course of the day, many texts 
are sent back and forth amongst the group making fun of the 
student in the picture. You are in many classes with the 
student in the picture, and therefore have daily interactions 
with them.

• What would you do if you received an embarrassing picture 
of another student?

• What could you do if you become a part of this type of 
group situation? 

• How could this situation impact the school day?
• What are the consequences the targeted student may face?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What would you do if you received an embarrassing picture of another student?Delete the photo, tell the student who is in the photo that the image is being sent, tell those sending it along to stop, report to a trusted adultWhat could you do if you become a part of this type of group situation? Tell those sending it along to stop, report to a trusted adult, remove self from the group textHow could this situation impact the school day?The student in the image may feel unsafe, embarrassed and hurt; the students involved may continue to pass the picture around the school; staff may have to intervene taking away from student learning and classroom timeWhat are the consequences the targeted student may face?Embarrassment, loss of relationships, sad, discomfort within the school setting, lack of desire to participate in school or school-centered activities (sports, clubs, field trips). Legal consequences dependent upon the content of the image. 



Question & Answer

Call 1-888-414-7678 or

email e-info@ilag.gov

to contact an Internet Safety Specialist 

mailto:e-info@ilag.gov
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